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Several species of aquatic bacteria which orient in the Earth's
maRnetic field and swim along magnetic field lines in a preferred
direction (magnetotaxis) have been observed in marine and
freshwater sediments of the Northern Hemisphere 1.2. Their
orientation is due to one or more intracytoplasmic chains of
single-domain magnetite particles 3 • These linearly arranged
particles impart a net magnetic dipole moment to the bacterium,
parallel to the axis of motility. Northern Hemisphere magneto
tactic bacteria with unidirectional motility swim consistently in
the direction of the magnetic field, that is, to the geomagnetic
North 1.2.4. This implies that their maRnetic dipole is systematic
alll orientated with the North-seeking pole forward. The
magnetic polarity can be reversed by single, magnetic pulses of
hiRh field strength ( 1-2 v.s, 300-600 G), and these bacteria then
swim along magnetic field lines to the Souths. Due to the
inclination of the Earth's magnetic field, magnetotactic bacteria
which swim to the orth in the Northern Hemisphere are
directed downward at an angle increasing with latitude. It has
been suggested that this downward-directed motion confers a
biological advantage by guiding the bacteria, when dislodged,
back to the sediments'. On the basis of this hypothesis,
magnetotactic bacteria of the Southern Hemisphere would be
expected to swim to the South to reach the bottom. We report
here several morphological types of magnetotactic bacteria
present in sediments of the Southern Hemisphere. These
bacteria indeed swim consistently to the South, hence downward
along the Earth's inclined magnetic field lines, as hypothesized.
As revealed by electron microscopy, they contain internal chains
of electron-opaque particles similar to those observed in
magnetotactic bacteria from the Northern Hemisphere. Like
their Northern Hemisphere counterparts. their magnetic
polarity can be permanently reversed and they cannot be
demagnetized. We also report on Northern Hemisphere
magnetotactic bacteria incubated in Southern Hemisphere
magnetk conditions. confirming the biological relevance of
dm~nward directed motility.
Bacteria were collected from marine and freshwater sedi
ments in the licinities of Christchurch, New Zealand, and
Hohart, Tasmania. Australia. These locales offered ecologically
di"erse habitats with geomagnetic characteristics (inclination
f,X- nos at a total magnetic intensity of 059-0.63 G) approxi
mately the mirror image of Northern Hemisphere ernironments
where magnetotactic hacteria are found. Magnetotactic
responses were recorded by optically monitoring hacterial
motion in uniform magnetic fields of 0,:;-2 G, provided hy a pair
of Helmholtz coils mounted to either side of a Zeiss OPMI I
nperation microscope (magnification x 1\3,2: work ing distance,
10 em). The Helmholtz-coil axis was aligned with the horizontal
component of the Earth's magnetic field; the polarity of the
imposed field was selected hy a toggle switch. The coils and the
dark-field illuminator were battery operated. In the coil system,
hoth freshwater and marine bacteria migrated along magnetic
field lines in the direction opposite to that indicated hy a
magnetic compass needle. On reversal of the field, the organisms
executed U -turns and swam opposite to the initial direction. The
rates of migration were comparable to those ohserved in

Northern Hemisphere bacteria. Thus, the magnetotactic
responses of Southern Hemisphere bacteria are similar to those
of the Northern Hemisphere species, except for their magnetic
ally opposite direction of migration (South-seeking magneto
tactic bacteria have also been observed in Victoria, Australia').
Transmission electron microscopy of bacteria magnetotac
tically separated from sediments was carried out at the Uni
versity of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand, using a
Hitachi HS- 7S electron microscope operating at 50 k V. Samples
were placed on parlodion-coated, carbon-reinforced, 300-mesh
copper grids, and were lightly stained with uranyl acetate.
Magnetic cells of various morphological types were observed to
contain one or two chains of intracytoplasmic electron-opaque
particles which vary in size and shape with cell type (Fig, 1).
Thus, Southern Hemisphere magnetotactic bacteria also possess
magnetosomes 7, the characteristic morphological feature of all
magnetotactic bacteria examined thus far.
To establish the ferromagnetic nature of their orientation
mechanism, bacteria were subjected to alternating 50-Hz
magnetic fields over 1,000 G, produced by a small hand-held
magnetic tape degausser (Tandy Corporation), Northern
Hemisphere and Southern Hemisphere magnetotactic bacteria
were examined in separate water drops on a microscope slide
before and after exposure to the alternating magnetic field, On
exposure, the degausser was slowly moved away from the water
drops to obtain the field decay required for demagnetization.
Whereas before exposure all the cells in these samples swam
exclusively either to the North or to the South, after exposure
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FiK. 1 Electr"n micr\lgraph of a ma!!neWlaClIc haClenunl
separated magnelicallv from freshwater sediments of i'iew Zealand
and stained with uranyl acelate, InSCI sho,,"s l)nc of IwO chains of
particles found in a freshwater rna!!nelnta(·tic c(K,'US of l'cw
Zealand, Both photographs are presented at the' same
magnificalion (scale har = 1 ... 01 I, Whereas Ihe particks shown in
the inset are similar 10 those found in 'orthern HeJlHsphcre
magnctotactic hactcria. Ihose in Ihe rod-shaped spt'l'ics ha\e a
no\'cl shape,

each sample contained approximately equal numbers of Northand South-seeking cells. Magnetic reversals were also effected
by approaching individual bacteria at the water-air interface
with a sharp, magnetized needle. These observations indicate
that bacteria from both hemispheres physically function as
single-domain magnetic dipoles, in agreement with previous
remagnetization studies using strong magnetic pulses of short
duration'.
In experiments carried out in Massachusetts, sediment
samples containing North-seeking bacteria from New England
were placed in an experimental chamber in which the vertical
component of the local Earth's magnetic field was inverted.
reproducing conditions in the Southern Hemisphere. Control
samples were placed in a similar chamher with a field of normal
inclination. The polarities of cells from the samples were
determined periodically for several weeks, that is, over many
generations. Whereas all samples contained almost exclusively
North-seeking cells at the beginning of the experiment, with
time the number of North-seeking cells in the experimental
chamber decreased dramatically, and South-seeking bacteria
gradually predominated. In the control samples no such changes
occurred. Thus, downward-inclined fields select for Northseeking bacteria whereas upward-inclined fidds select for
South-seeking cells. This demonstrates that the \'ertical
component of the Earth's magnetic field is the rde\ant
parameter determining the predominant cell polarity.
In conclusion, the prt:valence of South-seeking magnctotactic
hacteria in Southern Hemisphere sediments and in samples held
in similar magnetic conditions in the Northern Hemisphere
\erifles thc hypothesis that downward-directed motion is
advantagcous for and upward-directed motion detrimental to
thc sun'ival of these magnetotactic bacteria with unidirt:ctional
motility. Magnetotaxis is a reliahle means of keeping these

microorganisms in or near the bottom sediments. As particles in
the micrometre size range with densities close to 1.0 tend to
remain suspended in water, gravity is virtually inconsequential
in determining the vertical distribution of the bacteria.
The Earth's magnetic field provides a global orientation cue to
which various organisms are known to respond. Only recently
have detection mechanisms based on electromagnetic
induction" and ferromagnetic alignment'." been explained. In
the bacteria, nature has shown the hiological feasibility of
synthesizing a highly organized ferromagnetic structure
equivalent to a magnetic compass needle.
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